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Abstract

Operator formalism is employed for introduction of effective constitutive tensors of bian-
isotropic multilayered periodic strucures in a wide wave band. It is based on the approxi-
mate calculation of the characteristic matrix of the unit cell of the system with the help of
Campbell-Hausdorff series [1]. In this paper we show that effective constitutive tensors can
be correctly introdused for a greate variety of mediums.

1. Introduction

One of the most fruitful approaches in the theory of propagation of waves in multilayered media is
the operator formalism based on the use of intrinsic representation of vectors and operators (see
[2], [3], for example). It enables one to find compact coordinate-free formulae for very complex
systems and to avoid the cumbersome calculations required by usual components techniques and
caused mainly by the necessity of adopting a different coordinate system for each different layer.

In this paper we use this formalism to find the effective constitutive tensors of the medium
formed by a periodic set of plane bianisotropic layers with different thicknesses 1, (n = 1, 2,... N,
where N is the number of the layers which constitute the unit cell).

In what follows we assume the constitutive relations

Dn = enEn + onHn, Bn = +nEn +I nHn, (1)

for layer's materials, where 6n, An and an, ,3n are the dielectric permittivity, the magnetic per-
meability tensors and the pseudotensors of gyrotropy, respectively. These equations can be also

written in matrix form, as

Bn =Rn (Hn O ;n A- n "

If en, Ann, an, 83n (n = 1, 2,... N) are complex nonsymmetric tensors, then equations (1) or (2)
describe an absorbing anisotropic and gyrotropic medium, subject to the influence of external
electric and magnetic fields and elastic deformations.

The main purpose of this paper is to introduce the medium's effective material tensors,
feasible for the use in the wide wave band.
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2. Effective Constitutive Tensors in Wide Wave Band

To treat this problem we use here an approach to introduce the effective material parameters,
proposed in [4]. It is based on the approximate calculation of the characteristic matrix P of the
unit cell of the system with the help of Campbell-Hausdorff series [1].

The characteristic matrix P = exp (ikoiM) of a layer with thickness l relates the six-vectors
(E, H)T at the layer boundaries (ko = w/c). The matrix M can be written in the form [5]

M = TqQx (R - Bx) Tq, (3)

qOx x0 bx -x 1x 0 bx)(4
TQ × A( O) 1Q(oz- )Q q= oq =o) (5)

7q'= S-- Ar, 2 0 1 ' q-•-Q• B) = 0 q~gq

where operator RJ- 1 is the inverse to the operator

q l ql al1 (6)

eq = qeq, /q = qpq, aq = qaq, /3q = q%3q,
qx is the antisymmetric dyadic dual to the unit normal of the boundaries q, b is the tangential

component of refraction vector m [2],[3], q ® q is the dyad and 1 is the unit dyadic.
In the case of a medium formed by two alternate layers with different thicknesses 1n and

different sets of tensor constants e,, p, a, OIn (n = 1, 2), the characteristic matrix of the unit
cell has the form

P = exp (ikoLM) = exp (ikol 2M 2) exp (ikollM1), (7)

where L - 11 + 12 is the system period and M is some matrix. This matrix can be expressed in
terms of the layers parameters with the help of Campbell-Hausdorff series as follows

M =B) " ( ) fiMi+f 2 M 2 +i L2[M2 ,M1] ... (8)M (= C D A•fM 22+Zl--

where f = ln/L is the relative thickness of the n-th layer, EN, fn = 1, [M2 , M 1 ] = M 2M1 -

M 1M 2 . If 7rl,/A < 1, then the series (8) quickly converges and one can drop the remainder of it
after the k-th term. Here for the sake of simplicity we have limited our consideration by three
terms of series. The first and the second terms correspond to the long wavelength limit.

The tensor parameters A, B, C, D can be directly used for the analysis of the wave propa-
gation in the considered system, for example for finding the reflection and transmission tensors
[3].

For the sake of simplicity we assume q to be the left and the right eigenvector of each of
the tensors En, /n, an,,On (Enq = qcn 2 Cnqq,'" ). Besides, we shall use in (7)-(8) the matrices
MI, M11 , M 21 , describing the transformation of the tangential components of the field vectors,
instead of M, M 1, M 2 , describing the transformation of the full six-vectors. In the majority of
applications this would be ample. Under above-mentioned conditions:

M Qr [ Q× n- (nq 0 a )a T (9)
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T= 0 ,I= 1-q(q, (10)

where RT is the transposed operator, a = bqx,

[M21, Ml1] = Q× [R21 - A(a)] T, (11)

R21 =7-2 Qx1?' - R-1QxT-2 , (12)

A (a) =AL a(&a 0 + a (9a 0 A,(13)
0 a~a 0 a a)9Ra

where

AL [-?•21QxQq- 1_ RIIQx 2i ] , A. = -_ 1TQ7Z] (14)

and 7n.r T=Y•T, n = 1, 2.
For the correct introduction of permittivity, permeability and gyrotropy tensors of the

medium equivalent in the considered approximation to the system at hand, the matrix MA
is bound to depend on the effective tensors, angle and plane of incidence in the same way as in
the homogeneous medium. From (8)-(13) it follows that these conditions are met if A(a) = 0.
In this case we can find the effective material tensors in the same way as in [6]

R a) T(fi1R + f27 2 + if, !71 2 i )2 T+ zqQ, (15)

with
7Zq =(fiiJ~iq.1 + f21?ql')'1. (16)

For example, A(a) = 0 if AL = AR = 0. That takes place provided [6]

IZ2Iz2q = R•Ri•.lq, lZ2qlZ2I = l~lqZ.11i, (17)

Note, that both relations (17) are equivalent if a i =,3i 0. Even so it is rigid enough require-
ment, signifying that tensors -,I and 62r, IMj and P21 bound to have the same eigenvectors.

Of course, above mentioned conditions need not be met exactly having regard to approximate
nature of method. We can find valuations IIALII and JITR2111 instead. It should be more than
sufficient if ]hALI], IIAR?! far less than 117Z 2111. In what follows we shall use Euclidean valuation

1

IIXII = [(xxt)t] 2 (18)

where Xt is Hermitian transposed tensor and (XXt)t is a trace of tensor XXt.
By way of example let us consider nongyrotropic, nonmagnetic layers with real symmetric

tensors ei. In this instance

IIALI 2 = (•+ •__ 2 ( 2- _)2 +2sin 2 (61+ _ El-) (--2+ 92-)
Elq~~~ 62 l • l l 2q e2q

1IR-21 112 = 2 [(-2+ - E+)2 + (62 - e1_)2 + 2sin¢0 (el+ - 61-) (62+ - E2-)] , (20)

where q is the angle between the preferred axes of crystals, -i+, ej- (i = 1, 2) are the eigenvalues
of tensors cij = IeRI. Formulae for magnetic crystals are similarly to (19),(20). Since usually
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11ai[1, 11,3i11 <« 11Eij1, [[1ij1, corresponding formulas are valid also for analysis of the gyrotropic
layers.

Inasmuch a 2 ,-• eiq, from (19), (20), (13) it follows that for identical layers ( 6x+ = e2+, el-

£2-) values 1A (a) 11 and 117Z 2 1 1 are approximately equal. Situation changes in the case of
different parameters of the layers. In this case it is possible to choose parameters of the crystals
providing the fulfillment of condition

IIA (a)II «< IIZ21 11. (21)

Relation (21) can be provided much easier for structures comprising more then three layers in
the unit cell. Then

M = f 1 M 1 + f 2 M 2 + f 3M 3 + (22)

"J-{f 3l2 [M 3 , M 2 ] + f311 [M 3 , M1] + f1 12 [M 2 , M 1 ]} +...,

and instead of 11A (a) 11, Il1Z2111 (12)-(14) we shall have more complicated but more versatile
expressions, which can be changed by varying thicknesses of the layers. It should be noted that
sometimes the "wide wave band approximation" reduces to the long wavelength approximation.
In particular, if R,= •Z3, 11 = 12 = 13, then [M3 , M 1] = 0, [M3 , M 2 ] - [M2 , M 1] and structure
do not possess properties of form gyrotropy [6].

Formulas (15), (9)-(12) are valid for arbitrary material parameters of the layers for a small
enough angles of incidence and, of course, in the case of normal incidence ( a = 0).

3. Conclusion

It is shown that effective constitutive tensors, not depending on the angle and plane of incidence
(true constitutive tensors), can be introduced in the wide wave band for the great variety of
anisotropic periodic mediums. Formulas, which enable one to determine whether it is possible to
introduce true constitutive tensors for the structure at hand or not, are obtained. In the frame
of considered approximation it is hardly probable to introduce correctly constitutive tensors for
an arbitrary parameters of the layers. From the other hand, at normal incidence there are no
limitations on the parameters of the layers and obtained effective tensors may be very useful for
synthesis of new materials.
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